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January 2021 
Please send all newsletter inputs, classified ads, email change requests, event calendar updates and website 

updates to Tom at thomas.jedlicka@gmail.com 

REMINDER TO ALL MEMBERS 
Lockheed Martin's Workplace Security policy, CPS-565 is strictly enforced.  One provision of the policy is a 

workplace free of weapons, which includes Firearms, Ammunition, Bows and Arrows.  The club must emphasize 

this policy to our members.  Additionally, a state issued CCW permit does not supersede nor over ride this LMA 

policy.  Members wanting to store firearms or archery equipment during the day ONLY, must contact Gene 

Adamson (303-667-2871) or John Larue (720-937-5954) for access instructions. 
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President’s Monthly Message 
Happy New Year to all of you!  I hope Santa brought you lots of what you wanted, be it guns, ammo, archery 

gear, reloading supplies, or fishing tackle.  It certainly seemed like a lot of club members were able to get out 

and use the range during the holiday break.  Thanks to the RSOs who came out to support keeping the range 

open!  I got a chance to work on some load developments for several rifles and pistols.  With the cold evenings 

and shorter daylight hours, it’s a perfect time to do some reloading and get stocked up for next spring/summer!  

I know a lot of reloading components are in short supply, especially primers and powder.  I stopped at four of 

my regular gun shops while in Kansas over the Christmas break.  They were in the same shape as everyone 

else.  Very few guns, very little ammo, and no components.  I did manage to score some shotgun primers from, 

of all places, a track and field supply website.  They carry them as blanks for starter pistols.  I only paid a small 

premium from the pre-COVID prices!  There have been several articles written about the ammo shortage.  The 

biggest reason for the shortage is an additional 30 million guns bought in 2020.  It also has not helped that the 

Remington ammo plant has been idled during their bankruptcy.  Vista Outdoors is buying Remington assets 

and is in the process of restarting the plant. 

 

If you’ve been out to the range lately, you have probably seen a few improvements.  We finally got the 

depressions in front of the pistol house filled in so they shouldn’t puddle there.  We also have a new surface at 

the 100-yard range in front of the plinking area.  You may have seen a couple of TVs mounted in the Pistol 

House.  These are primarily for classes but if you need the helicopter scene from Apocalypse Now playing in 

the background while you’re shooting, knock yourself out! 

 

Two important events will be coming up soon.  The Annual Banquet is tentatively scheduled for Feb 21st at 

Arrowhead.  I say tentative because of the whole COVID mess and the restrictions imposed by the Governor.  

As of Jan 11, they are in Condition Yellow and can host 10% capacity.  They have applied for “5-Star status” 

that would allow them to host up to 75 people.  That would be marginal for us to do the banquet.  We will 

make a decision in the next couple of weeks.  Stay tuned for more details.  We are also looking at how to do 

club membership renewals in these trying times.  We’re looking at how to do this virtually so, again, stay 

tuned to the emails and newsletters for details. 

 

Finally, as most of you have heard, LM is planning to go from their 9/80 schedule to a 4/10 schedule.  This 

means that we will have every Friday off.  As such, we plan to have the range open every Friday.  We 

found out last week that the schedule has been delayed at least a couple of weeks.  As soon as the new 

implementation of the 4/10 is active, we’ll let you know.  In the meantime, check the event calendar on 

the website for more information. 
 

Again, if you have ideas for improvements, pass them along to the BOD members.  Remember that this is 

YOUR club!  We want to continue to offer a great experience for everyone and we need your input to make 

that happen. 

 

Jim Cathcart – 2020 President 
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Monthly Meeting Minutes 
January 4, 2021 

Conducted via teleconference due to COVID-19 pandemic 

 

1. Call the meeting to order: 5:15 PM 

 Roll call of board members present: President Jim Cathcart, Director 2021 George Riedmuller, 

Recording Secretary Ken Garrido, Corresponding Secretary Tom Jedlicka, Treasurer Colby 

Mulloy, Past President Zach Schoder, Director 2020 Al Shinogle Vice-President Will Berry, 

Director 2023 Mike McKaig 

 Proxy of absent members: N/A 

 Guests: Bob Andereck, Kyle Parker 

2. Minutes of the last meeting-approve by vote: Zach moves, Al second, motion carries. 

 Formality since minutes published in last newsletter. 

3. Treasurer’s report-approve by vote: XXX moves, XXX second, motion carries.  

 Due to lower than expected expenditures in 2020, George moves that $5000 be replaced into the 

capital equipment fund, Al second, motion carries.  

 Review of Treasurer’s report. 

4. Old Business: 

 Annual Banquet planning: Walter contacted venue for tentative menu choices. Venues are 

currently at 25% capacity. Tentative date is 21 Feb. Discussion of whether this is sufficient 

capacity and lead time to proceed. 

 Lockheed 4x10 Work Schedule: Begins 11 Jan. The SHFC range will be open every Friday 

starting 15 Jan. Event calendar will be updated to take advantage of this new capacity. 

 Range Updates For Appleseed Accommodation: No new information yet. The first event of 

2021, scheduled for April 10 and 11, is already “sold out”. 

 2021 BOD Nominations: Discussion of new entries to election slate.  

5. New Business: 

 2021 Election Ballot: Will go out this week via email. Members will mark their choices and 

return a hardcopy to Jim.  

 Renewal: Discussion of how annual renewal, including safety briefing and test, should be handled 

for COVID restrictions.  

 2021 Honored Life Member Inductee(s): No action yet. 

 Updated Website, RSO Calendar, etc.: The new website includes a new process for signing up 

for RSO slots. Additional information will be provided in the newsletter.  

 Reloading Mentoring: Individualized introduction to reloading will be available to members. 

Watch the newsletter for more information.  

 New Workbond Submission Process: Workbond hours can now be submitted via an online 

form. Watch the newsletter for more information. 

 Email Transition: Due to capacity limitations, Mailchimp is still being used for the newsletter. 

Path forward for email is being refined. 

 Big Game Contest: No entries have been submitted yet. Submissions will be accepted through 

the end of February. 

 SHFC Instagram Account: Has been created and submissions can be emailed/texted to Kyle 

Parker or Tom Jedlicka for posting. 

 SHFC Fundraisers: Discussion of a storefront for SHFC-branded swag.  

 SHFC Website Improvements: Submit missing or new information to Kyle. Event chairs submit 

event calendar information to Tom Jedlicka. 

 Lockheed Hunting: To date, three elk and six deer have been taken. 

6. Motion to Adjourn: 6:50 Zach moves, Ken second, motion carries.   

 

RS2020/Ken Garrido 

 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
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Club News 

New Year, New Website, New Email 
Supplied by Kyle Parker 

The New Board of Directors email is boardofdirectors@skylinehuntingfishing.org 

The skyline hunting and fishing website is taking on a new look! https://skylinehfc.org/ 

 

We encourage members to embrace the new look and feel of the website as we aim to please both new and 

returning members as well as our image to the public we provide services for.   

 

Over the next few months the website will continue to be populated with new and updated content. The 

website has new features which allow placing of Powder Valley Orders, Firearms and Accessory Orders, and 

submission of Workbond and RSO hours. More features are to come upon decisions of the Board.  

 

 

2021 SHFC Election 
It’s time for SHFC members to select the Board of Directors to run the club for 2021.  The ballot will be 

emailed to members and it will be available for download from the SHFC website (www.skylinehfc.org). The 

Election page can be found here: https://skylinehfc.org/election/. Cast your vote for one and only one candidate 

per office.  Place an “X” or check mark to the right of the name of your candidate of choice.  Completed 

ballots must be returned no later than the 1st of February 2021.  Completed ballots may be returned via e-

mail to Jim Cathcart (james.a.cathcart@LMCO.com) or by U.S. Mail to Jim Cathcart, 10346 W. Bellewood Pl, 

Littleton, CO, 80127.  Ballots may also be hand delivered to the SHFC Board of Directors at the beginning of 

the February 1, 2021 SHFC Board meeting (be advised that the BOD meetings are occurring offsite due to 

COVID-19 restrictions).  Mailed and hand delivered ballots must be signed, e-mailed ballots will be validated 

by e-mail return address.  One ballot per member only. 

 

We’re not planning to use interoffice mail this year due to the whole COVID mess and the fact that most 

employees are still working remotely.  We don’t want to run the risk of ballots getting delayed and not 

counted. Just like the federal, state, and local elections, if you don’t vote you have no basis for complaining! 

Any questions can be directed to Jim Cathcart (james.a.cathcart@LMCO.com).  

 

 

New RSO Calendar – Big Change 
We encourage everyone to work with us during this time. 

With the decision to upgrade the club website, the RSO Calendar system and the Event Calendar system are 

being updated as well due to compatibility issues. 

  

On December 11, 2020 an email titled “Request Access to RSO Calendar”, was sent out to all current RSO’s. 

This email stated that a new RSO Calendar is being added to the new website and that anyone wanting to 

receive access, will need to request access from the board of directors email. 

If you are a current RSO and have NOT requested access already please email 

boardofdirectors@skylinehuntingfishing.org with the subject: “Request Access to RSO Calendar”. 

We will be processing requests in the order in which they are received. Due to a large number of RSO’s, this 

may take several days.  Sending multiple emails will not speed up the process for you. 

  

This new system will require RSO’s to create their own user accounts, and to follow a onetime setup process. 

While the onetime setup process can appear daunting for some folks, we can ensure you that if you follow the 

instructions one step at a time and do not skim, everything will works on the first go. 

Should you have issues we encourage you to reach out to the boardofdirectors@skylinehuntingfishing.org with 

the subject “RSO Setup Help”. 

  

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
mailto:kyle.l.parker@lmco.com
mailto:boardofdirectors@skylinehuntingfishing.org
https://skylinehfc.org/
http://www.skylinehfc.org/
mailto:james.a.cathcart@LMCO.com
mailto:james.a.cathcart@LMCO.com
mailto:boardofdirectors@skylinehuntingfishing.org
mailto:boardofdirectors@skylinehuntingfishing.org
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Everyone who has already sent the above email should have received two emails in return. 

The First email is from wordpress.com inviting you to create a wordpress account to access the calendar. 

The second is from the Board of Directors containing the instructions to configure your account. This email 

contains 2 PDF instruction files. These files are also located at the bottom for the RSO Calendar 

Page. https://skylinehfc.org/rso-calendar/ 

If you have not received these emails please check your spam folders prior to reaching out. 

 

NOTE: Wordpress is not a social media site. It is a webhosting service similar to our previous hosing 

service. Creating a login is required and is no different than what was required for the previous RSO 

calendar. However, we are requiring individuals to create their own accounts this time. 
 

Reminder: Please log all hours, adhoc or scheduled RSO hours in the log book in the RSO shed, as that log 

book is used by the RSO chair to verify all performed RSO hours.  

 

 

New Workbond Submittal Process 
A workbond submittal form has been added to our website. Please utilize this form for submitting all hours 

worked at the range. We ask that you supply your email address and a short description of the hours that you 

worked on this form. By using this form, the automated email uses the same subject line and allows our chair 

to more easily identify which emails are workbond submittals vs other correspondence. The workbond chair 

email is skylinehfc.hours@gmail.com. 
 

The workbond form can be found under the membership tab of the home page or at the following location: 

https://skylinehfc.org/workbond/. For future reference a link to the workbond form has been added to the end 

of this newsletter in the Quick Links section. 

 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
http://wordpress.com/
https://skylinehfc.org/rso-calendar/
mailto:skylinehfc.hours@gmail.com
https://skylinehfc.org/workbond/
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At the bottom of the workbond webpage we plan to attach the current workbond file that identifies the record 

of hours each member has volunteered. This file will be modified by the chair at their convenience and may 

not reflect all of your submitted hours until the chair has imported all of the received forms. 

 

 

2020 SHFC Big Game Contest 
Submissions due: February 28th, 2021 (Date was moved to right by 1 month) 

For 2020 the SHFC Big Game Committee will again be using the Boone & Crockett scoring system & 

appropriate turkey rules. Entries will be accepted for pronghorn, moose, bear, bighorn sheep, mountain goat, 

turkey, lion, whitetail deer, mule deer, & elk in both typical and non-typical categories. Participants must be 

current SHFC members in good standing, spouses and direct dependents living with the SHFC member are 

also eligible. 

 

Contest entries from SHFC youth & adult females are particularly encouraged, even for harvesting female big-

game animals. Big game animals must be legally taken in the State of Colorado in accordance with all 

Colorado Division of Wildlife regulations and without the services of a hired guide or outfitter. Scoring sheets 

& instructions are available from the B & C website, the link is http://www.boone-

crockett.org/bgRecords/bc_scoring_pdfs.asp?area=bgRecords or contact Mike McKaig at 303-514-6873 or 

Dennis Casey at 303-933-4340 and we will provide a scoring sheet.  

 

Special Recognition Awards may be awarded for ‘Once In A Lifetime’ type entries as well.  

 

Please submit the appropriate completed B & C scoring form and Fair Chase affidavit to: Dennis Casey at 

dennismontaguecasey@msn.com or Mike McKaig at mjmckaig@gmail.com by midnight on February 28th, 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
http://www.boone-crockett.org/bgRecords/bc_scoring_pdfs.asp?area=bgRecords
http://www.boone-crockett.org/bgRecords/bc_scoring_pdfs.asp?area=bgRecords
mailto:dennismontaguecasey@msn.com
mailto:mjmckaig@gmail.com
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2021. No entries will be accepted after 2/28/21. In the event of closely-scoring entries the Big Game 

Committee may measure the antlers or request it be performed by an official B & C Club Measurer. Note: 

there are two official B & C Scoring Measurers in the Club - Mitchel Arnold & Ron Rockwell. Also numerous 

others in the Denver Metro area, and there is no charge for this service. 

 

 

Reloading Mentoring 
Supplied by Al Shinogle 

With the current climate of ammo shortages have you considered the fine art of RELOADING? Thinking 

about getting into reloading, but don’t know where to start? Been reloading for a while and have questions? 

…We never stop learning. We would be glad to provide mentoring sessions. 

 

Al Shinogle will provide sessions on cartridge reloading, presses (discuss the types and brands: single stage, 

rotary, progressive) and the advantages and disadvantages of all of them. Loading Dies will also be discussed 

like the various brands on the market and the differences between 2-3 and 4 die sets and why there are 

differences. Other associated tooling that one may need; Immediate, soon and later. 

Reloading steps will span from case prep to finished round. All of the components needed and how to choose 

what you need; Powders, Bullets, Primers. 

If you are interested, email Al at accunlmtd@yahoo.com 

 

Ken Garrido will provide sessions on Shotgun shell reloading: 

Presses; Lee single stage and MEC rotary progressive. 

Charge bars and bushings; Control of amount of powder and shot dispensed. 

Reloading steps; Component selection, required steps to complete a finished shell. 

Hands-on; You will prepare some finished (12GA or 20GA) rounds using my components. 

If you are interested, email Ken at codefogey@gmail.com 

 

 

2020 Hunting Season (LM Property and Other Units) 
Below is Ron’s elk he harvested on the property this fall. 

 
 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
mailto:accunlmtd@yahoo.com
mailto:accunlmtd@yahoo.com
mailto:codefogey@gmail.com
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If you would like to display your tag results or tell a hunting story of yours, whether it was on the property or 

anywhere else, send a picture and a description to Thomas.Jedlicka@gmail.com. 

 

 

2020 Hunting Stories 
Joe Block submitted a 17 page summary of his San Juan Mountain Bull Elk hunting trip this year. For those 

that are interested in reading his full story of using llamas 13 miles in from a trailhead, hiking up mountains, 

finding a bull elk and packing it out, it has been posted to our website: https://skylinehfc.org/featured-hunting-

stories/ (Click on Joe Elk Hunt 2020 SHFC) 

 

Here are some pictures from Joe’s trip: 

 
 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
mailto:Thomas.Jedlicka@gmail.com
https://skylinehfc.org/featured-hunting-stories/
https://skylinehfc.org/featured-hunting-stories/
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Fishing Results  
LM Retiree and SHFC Life Member Steve Choromanski with some 16" to 18" Rainbow Trout on recent ice 

fishing trips at Chatfield Reservoir. 

 
 

 

SHFC Purchasing for Redding Reloading Equipment 
SHFC has a direct dealer account with Redding and we get a great discount which will continue for 2021.  I 

will process any orders for anyone interested and 2020 prices are effective until Feb 1, 2021.  As we approach 

the end of the year I would like to complete all of this year’s orders very soon.  If you’re needs are not urgent 

I’d like to postpone orders until Jan, as this will help work towards our great discount for 2022.  Redding is 

currently 8 weeks behind in shipping.  Contact Vito for details at (720) 291-4719 and/or 

jrdeangelis78@gmail.com 

 

 

Practical Pistol Lite Events 
By Bill Lhotta 

Practical Pistol is finished for the season and will restart after the time change next March. 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
mailto:jrdeangelis78@gmail.com
mailto:lhotta@comcast.net
mailto:lhotta@comcast.net
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SHFC Organized Firearm Classes  
By Gene Adamson  

We will start planning for the next Basic Pistol course after the Club’s Annual Banquet and Valentine’s 

Day.  Send an email to Gene expressing interest on being put on the coordination list. The graduates of this BP 

course will automatically become the candidates for the next Personal Protection in the Home (PPITH) class, 

which requires the Basic Pistol certification. 

 

Home Firearms Safety Class for Jan: We’ve corrected the events calendar and moved the HFS class from 

Jan 23rd to Jan 24th. 

 

 

Fishing News  
By Matt Boldra 

Welcome to the ice fishing season.  The South Park lakes are all frozen, Lake Granby has iced up, and many of 

the lakes in town are fishable.  That being said, with an upcoming week of 60 degree temperatures and wind, 

who knows what will happen.  A few years back we had great fishing for a couple weeks then the ice got rotten 

with a warm front and we were not able to make club trips.  Stay tuned after this week to find out whether or 

not we can hold group outings...holes spaced at least 6 feet apart.  If you just read this in the monthly 

newsletters and want more frequent communication just email me and I'll get you on the fishing distribution 

- mboldra72@gmail.com.  This year with a new position at work I will not be able to make the Wednesday 

after work fishing trips.  I do plan on holding some trips on the track A off-Fridays if the ice is decent.  

  

The club has ice fishing equipment available to check out.  There are shelters, heaters (they work ok but aren't 

great), sonar, gas auger with 10" or 6" bit, and a new 8" auger bit that attaches to a brushless cordless drill (you 

provide the drill!)  I've used this a couple times and it is very light and goes thru ice quickly.  An 18V drill 

with a 4 Amp battery really helps power thru the ice.  Anything less gets stuck.  If you need to check any of the 

equipment out please contact Jared Cross (jared.n.cross@hotmail.com) as he keeps most of the equipment at 

his house in Littleton.  If you want the new auger bit please be sure and email me as well since I've been 

keeping that one with me and using it often.  

  

I have been in contact with Dan Shannon, the guide we've used for the last few years for the club trip.  We are 

still settling on a date but it should be sometime in March on a Friday/Saturday.  The possible dates are March 

5, 19, or 26 for the guided trip with the club day the Saturday after I do need to know who is interested in 

going with the guides to determine if we walk on Williams Fork again or take snowmobiles and search for big 

fish on Granby.  As always the free day is open to as many people that want to come - the club has lots of 

gear. Good fishing and stay safe on the ice! 

 

 

Shotgun News  
By Tom Moore 

Shotgun News January 

Check the calendar for dates we are shooting Skeet, 5-stand, and Trap. The company is changing work hours 

and we expect it to affect the shotgun shooting events. 

Dennis Casey, with OK from the board has purchased two ShotKam’s for the club. They include adapters for all 

shotgun gauges. They have been turned over to “Vito” for control and checkout. 

 

 

Range Safety Tip of the Month (Recommendations Needed) 
No recommendations this month. 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
mailto:aprilndwayne@aol.com
mailto:matthew.boldra@lmco.com
mailto:mboldra72@gmail.com
mailto:jared.n.cross@hotmail.com
mailto:lynntommoore@gmail.com
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Game Meat Recipe 
While back in Virginia for the holidays my dad ended up 

cooking this venison recipe and it turned out great: 

https://amazingribs.com/tested-recipes/bacon-wrapped-

venison-backstrap. He used his smoker @ 275 degrees and 

cooked the venison until it was at an internal temp of 145F. It 

took around 1 hour and 15 minutes. Here was the final product: 

 

 
 

 

Members Input  
If you have club related pictures, stories, member news, comments, suggestions or questions, please send them 

to me, Tom Jedlicka.  If it’s a question or suggestion, we’ll put the answer or board response on here also.   

 

 

Club’s Monthly Events/Activities 

Archery 
No events this month 

 

3Gun Matches 
No events planned this month 

 

 

Colorado Parks and Wildlife News 

CPW Hunting News 
For those that are finding themselves in the backcountry this winter, CPW has recommendations for winter 

safety: https://www.colorado.com/WinterBackcountrySafety?utm_source=CPW-

Web&utm_medium=Slider3&utm_campaign=2020-Awareness 

 

CPW Fishing News 
No News this Month on the CPW website 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
https://amazingribs.com/tested-recipes/bacon-wrapped-venison-backstrap
https://amazingribs.com/tested-recipes/bacon-wrapped-venison-backstrap
mailto:thomas.jedlicka@gmail.com
https://www.colorado.com/WinterBackcountrySafety?utm_source=CPW-Web&utm_medium=Slider3&utm_campaign=2020-Awareness
https://www.colorado.com/WinterBackcountrySafety?utm_source=CPW-Web&utm_medium=Slider3&utm_campaign=2020-Awareness
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Recommended Podcasts and Social Media Platforms for 

2A and Hunting/Environmentalist News 
OnX Maps has a great blog about their efforts in opening more public lands to hunters, anglers, and 

adventurers looking to explore and help advocate sustainability and management of BLM land. This site 

summarizes some of their efforts over the years: https://www.onxmaps.com/blog/three-years-access-

advocacy?utm_campaign=access_2020&utm_medium=email&utm_source=braze 

 

One success they had in 2020 was an increase in funding for public land management: 

 
“After tremendous pressure from the hunting and outdoor community, on March 12, 2019, the Land and Water 

Conservation Fund (LWCF) was permanently reauthorized as part of the John D. Dingell, Jr. Conservation, 

Management, and Recreation Act. With the passage of this act, for the first time a dedicated fund of at least $15 million 

annually must be used to establish access to public lands where it is currently limited or nonexistent.  

 

Although LWCF was reauthorized in 2019, it still lacked full and dedicated funding. Thousands of individuals wrote 

letters and called their representatives, and the outdoor community joined forces, putting pressure on lawmakers to 

guarantee that money collected for LWCF would not get siphoned off for other government expenses. Finally in 

August 2020, the Great American Outdoors Act was signed into law, guaranteeing $900 million annually goes to 

LWCF as intended, and also creating a new fund to begin addressing the $12 billion backlog of maintenance projects 

on our public lands.” 

 

 

Monthly 2A News in CO and Around the Country 
This section of our newsletter is used to provide awareness to proposed or passed hunting/fishing/firearm 

related legislation in Colorado and other areas in the country to get a sense of the movements and bills that 

could end up at Colorado’s doorstep, and thus impacting our club, its range, and our community. 

 

Colorado 
No news this month 

 

Other States/Localities 
No Change This Month: California, et al. v. BATFE, et al.: Gun Control Groups and California have sued the 

ATF for not defining 80% receivers as a firearm receivers. A summary of the lawsuit that was filed on 

November 24, 2020 and the recent press releases and court motions can be found on the Firearms Policy 

Coalition website: https://www.firearmspolicy.org/fort 

 

New York: https://bearingarms.com/cam-e/2021/01/11/new-york-judge-shockwave-not-firearm/ 

A NY Judge has dropped a charge against a former police officer after finding that the Mossberg Shockwave 

“firearm” does not meet the definition of a firearm under state law, interesting. 

 

Federal 
Current Status of the DOJ/ATF Pistol Brace Determination Letter:  
An updated December newsletter was posted and an email was sent out to the club to bring attention to the 

DOJ and ATF letter that described their intended plan for classifying pistol braced firearms as SBRs. The letter 

can be found here: https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/12/18/2020-27857/objective-factors-for-

classifying-weapons-with-stabilizing-braces 

 

On Dec. 23rd the ATF notified the public that their letter was withdrawn and at that time there were ~48k 

comments submitted on the federal register site (As of 12/29/20 there are over 71,000)….This might be a 

temporary with for the community, but the letter is still on the federal register site. There are mixed feelings 

among the community about the ATF’s next moves, if they will be repositioning themselves for an alternative 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
https://www.onxmaps.com/blog/three-years-access-advocacy?utm_campaign=access_2020&utm_medium=email&utm_source=braze
https://www.onxmaps.com/blog/three-years-access-advocacy?utm_campaign=access_2020&utm_medium=email&utm_source=braze
https://www.firearmspolicy.org/fort
https://bearingarms.com/cam-e/2021/01/11/new-york-judge-shockwave-not-firearm/
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/12/18/2020-27857/objective-factors-for-classifying-weapons-with-stabilizing-braces
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/12/18/2020-27857/objective-factors-for-classifying-weapons-with-stabilizing-braces
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approach or if they truly are giving up on this. Here is the statement that was released notifying the public of 

the withdrawal:  

https://www.atf.gov/firearms/docs/general-notice/sb-criteria-withdrawal-notice-12-23-20pdf 

 

 
 

It seems like the House of Representatives’ Letter (found here), written to the ATF director and signed by 90 

representatives, may have gotten the original ATF letter withdrawn. Rep. Doug Lamborn of Colorado’s 5th 

congressional district was among the signers of this letter.  

 

To compare this situation with past ATF letters that were proposing rule changes, when the ATF attempted to 

ban M855 ammo in 2015, the federal register site received 80,000 comments before the ATF abandoned any 

further attempts to ban M855 ammo. As of 12/29 there are 71,224 comments submitted in regards to the pistol 

brace letter (and at the time of writing this there were 6 days left in the comment period – which ends of 

January 4th). 

 

At the moment, pistol braced firearm owners are in the clear. I urge you to follow Firearms Policy Coalition 

(FPCNews.com) as they will be continuing to monitor and evaluate ATF policies and enforcement practices. 

 

In the event that the ATF asks for your property (80%s, braces, etc), Joshua Prince, Esq, of Prince Law 

Offices, P.C. has provided the public recommendations on handling the situation to prevent any damage to 

your property while it is in their possession. His recommendations can be found here: 

https://blog.princelaw.com/2020/12/14/if-atf-comes-a-knocking-only-surrender-your-80-frame-or-receiver-

under-protest/amp/ 

 

 

Another ATF Change as of 12/29/20: 

According to some firearm news outlets, it seems like the ATF has been moving slowly against the solvent 

trap suppressor kit industry, starting earlier this year and ramping up efforts more recently. The ATF visited 

Diversified Machine, as well as other manufacturers, and confiscated their inventory based on the kits showing 

“intent” to build a suppressor. Although these items were defined as fuel filters and did not have a hole through 

their device for a projectile to pass through, they were considered suppressor “parts”. And according to the 

GCA and US Code:  

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
https://www.atf.gov/firearms/docs/general-notice/sb-criteria-withdrawal-notice-12-23-20pdf
https://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/89-congressmen-send-letter-opposing-atfs-regulation-of-pistol-stabilizing-braces/
https://blog.princelaw.com/2020/12/14/if-atf-comes-a-knocking-only-surrender-your-80-frame-or-receiver-under-protest/amp/
https://blog.princelaw.com/2020/12/14/if-atf-comes-a-knocking-only-surrender-your-80-frame-or-receiver-under-protest/amp/
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18 U.S.C., § 921(A)(24) The term “Firearm Silencer” or “Firearm Muffler” means any device for 

silencing, muffling, or diminishing the report of a portable firearm, including any combination of 

parts, designed or redesigned, and intended for the use in assembling or fabricating a firearm silencer 

or firearm muffler, any part intended only for use in such assembly or fabrication. 

 

Some of the products had a dimples in the center of each baffle for a drill bit to align itself upon approval of 

someone’s form 1. The dimples, according to the ATF meet their definition of intent to create a suppressor. 

Even if your ATF Form 1 and tax stamp is in the process of getting approved, it sounds like you cannot be in 

possession of the materials needed to even build one. I would process your paperwork and get your tax stamp 

back before ordering any kits like these in the future.  

 

Here is some additional information from an AmmoLand article:  

 
“AmmoLand has confirmed at least five ATF raids in the past few months for one of two reasons…. 

 

The first raid took place at Aegis Products in March of this year. Customs noticed a package shipped from China to the 

company looked suspicious and notified the ATF. The federal law enforcement agency made a controlled delivery 

before raiding the small manufacture. Federal Agents seized the company’s inventory. The ATF did not make any 

arrest but claims that the company illegally imported suppressor parts even though the parts could not be used in a 

suppressor unless modified by the end-user.” 

 

While pistol braces and 80% frame are getting all the press, the solvent trap industry is also under constant ATF attack. 

The industry is a small niche market but does have the potential to be a massive multi-million dollar industry. Because 

of the small size of the market, the ATF has been able to attack these companies without considerable pushback. 

 

Most of the companies are small mom-and-pop shops with only a few employees. They don’t have the money for the 

necessary massive legal defense. AmmoLand spoke to an owner of one solvent trap company who fixes metal working 

equipment as his day job. He went into the business of making legal solvent traps to keep his door open and keep his 

machines running. These machining companies have been hit hard since the COVID-19 outbreak, and the ATF is just 

making it worse. 

 

Many believe the goal of the ATF is to destroy a legal industry through intimidation. With the spotlight on braces and 

80% frames, they just might be able to do it. As of this writing, the ATF has yet to charge any company or person in the 

industry with a crime. 

 

Solvent trap companies that sell products with parts from China are clearly on the ATF’s radar. It appears that the ATF 

is working hand-in-hand with Customs to track parts from China. The tracking of the importation of parts would 

explain the visit by the ATF to the owner of the “Truck Master” YouTube channel. The host of the channel works on 

trucks and ordered fuel filters from China. ATF agents showed up at his residents and demanded he turn over his 

“suppressors.” He was confused at first until agents showed him his order. He had to take them into his massive garage 

to show him he was working on many diesel trucks, and sometimes fuel filters are just fuel filters. 

 

That brings us to the latest raid on Diversified Machine. Agents once again seized everything, but this time the ATF 

also took customer records a tactic we saw ATF use against Polymer80. This move seems to be the federal agency 

escalating enforcement of confusing and contradictory regulations. They are creating a minefield for small business 

owners. When the ATF are asked about solvent traps, all they say is that “solvent traps” are legal but do not give any 

further guidance to the industry? Then we find ATF posting the opposite on their own field-division website 

(https://www.atf.gov/denver-field-division/seized-website). 

 

The ATF seems to be liberally using “intent” to initiate these raids. 

 

Suppose a company adds terms like “suppressor” or “silencer” to their website's search engine optimization (SEO). In 

that case, the ATF will use that as proof that the company is knowingly selling suppressor parts. All solvent trap 

companies should assume that the ATF is monitoring their sites. 

 

The first raid took place at Aegis Products in March of this year. Customs noticed a package shipped from China to the 

company looked suspicious and notified the ATF. The federal law enforcement agency made a controlled delivery 

before raiding the small manufacture. Federal Agents seized the company’s inventory. The ATF did not make any 

arrest but claims that the company illegally imported suppressor parts even though the parts could not be used in a 

suppressor unless modified by the end-user. 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collectionUScode.action?collectionCode=USCODE&searchPath=Title+18%2FPart+I%2FCHAPTER+44&oldPath=Title+18%2FPART+I&isCollapsed=true&selectedYearFrom=2012&ycord=1738
https://www.ammoland.com/2020/12/atf-makes-moves-against-the-solvent-trap-industry-video/#axzz6i3X5SmQj
https://www.atf.gov/denver-field-division/seized-website
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The ATF also executed a search warrant at another company. A man was arrested for selling machine guns and drugs. 

When law enforcement arrested him, they found that he owned that companies products that he illegally converted into 

a working suppressor. The ATF used this bust to look into the company. The company had no connection to the man 

that authorities arrested. Again, in this case, the ATF did not arrest anyone at the company because no one at that 

company broke any laws. That company requires a completed and approved form one to purchase their product. The 

company engraves the device before shipping. 

 

The ATF contacted the third company because their center caps had dimples that indicate where to drill. The ATF took 

screenshots of their website that showed the dimples in the end caps. Dimple marks on the end caps seem to be a 

common theme for the cause of a lot of the ATF raids. The ATF says that these dimples show “intent.” 

 

The ATF also raided another solvent trap company for selling products with parts from China. Once again, they were 

tipped off by Customs. The ATF is claiming that the companies are violating import rules on importation suppressor 

parts. The parts the company imported could not be used in a suppressor without modification.” 

 

H.R. 95 Hearing Protection Act - The legislation was introduced with 36 original co-sponsors on 1/4/2021. 

The bill would remove firearm suppressors from the list of definitions under the 1934 National Firearms Act 

(NFA), and instead would be regulated under the 1968 Gun Control Act (GCA) with the same background 

check that is required for a retail firearm purchase. 

 

 

Classifieds 
Ads will ONLY be run for three months unless you resubmit the ad - no exceptions.  Please let me know when 

you no longer need the ads so I can delete it.  Ads must be received by the 1st Monday of the current month to 

be included in the upcoming newsletter.  Send ads to Tom with “SHFC ads” in the subject line so I can 

search for this email otherwise I’ll likely miss it.  If I don’t respond to your email, it likely means I 

somehow didn’t see it.  Please ping me again.  Thank you.   

 

Using a consistent format makes the classifieds easier to read and post.  Pictures are welcome.  Any ads not in 

the format in the example ad below will be returned for correction.  I’m spending too much time trying 

to reformatting incorrectly formatted ads.  Please use the format of the example ad below by copying it 

and just changing the content of each section.  DO NOT shade or highlight your text.  Ads will be 
published as is and will not be edited.  Ads are listed in order received.  Green highlights indicate new items 

have been added for this month. Blue indicates this is the second month this item has been listed and ads 

highlighted in yellow means it will be deleted next newsletter if not renewed. 

 

Template for Creating an Ad  
Item Model/Specifications (condition).     $Asking Price 

Everything you would like to know about the item if it were you who was interested and does not fit on the 1 

line title including model, specifications and photo.  Proof your own ad for typos. 

Contact Name at (xxx) xxx-xxxx and/or Name@address.com 

Send to Tom 

 
 

Items for Sale 
Winchester AA 12 Gauge Hulls - Old Style Good For Reloading     $Make me an offer 

I have a very large amount of what I believe are once-fired hulls from the old Phoenix Trap and Skeet 

Club.  These are the old style when Winchester made the best reloadable hulls.  The vast majority are 12 gauge 

but I do have a few 20 gauge as well.  I have some old boxes to put them in if you want them.  If you have any 

concerns over the reloadability of these I'll bring some for you to look at first.  I'd happily trade for some .300 

PRC brass if there's any floating around (I doubt it).  

Contact Matt Boldra 602-516-5885 or mboldra72@gmail.com.  

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/95?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22hr+95%22%5D%7D&s=1&r=1
mailto:thomas.jedlicka@gmail.com
mailto:Name@address.com
mailto:thomas.jedlicka@gmail.com
mailto:mboldra72@gmail.com
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Armalite AR-10T 7.62mm/.308 Rifle       $4350 
This is an Armalite factory target rifle with a 24" 416R SS barrel.  

The package includes: 

The complete factory rifle 

Burris 8-32 Ballistic Mil Dot Signature Scope (mounted and sighted in) 

A GG&G scout mount (moves scope up and forward) 
Burris signature Zee rings (has spherical polymer inserts to eliminate any bending on scope tube, also can 

move scope centerline up or down to build in elevation) 
A 3" sunshade and flip up scope covers 

A Pachmayr decelerator slip on recoil pad  

Miscellaneous fire formed brass (some primed) and a few fire formed loaded rounds. 
1000 rounds of CAVIM 147 gr boxer primed factory ball ammo 

10 factory 20 round (6 never used) and 2 factory 10 round magazines 

Special factory bolt catch for locking bolt back after last round (not installed) 
The original factory box. 

This rifle is 100% factory and has a very crisp trigger with an estimated pull of 3.5-4 lbf. It likes 168 gr HPBT 

match bullets. I have shot 5/8" dia. 5 shot groups at 130 yards with my reloads in this rifle, magazine fed (that's 

under half MOA accuracy). Barrel was broken in using the Sinclair International method. 

I hate to see it go, but I'm going to 6mm calibers for long range work. 

Price with ammo = $4350, Price without ammo = $3700, Cash only 

Contact Mike Browning (mike.browning@instarengineering.com) 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
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Browning Superposed Lightning 12 gauge - Used, very good condition    $950 
12 gauge Browning Superposed Lightning “new model” Skeet gun.  Manufactured in 1968 in Herstal, 

Belgium. Standard grade hand engraving with Grade 3 wood. 26.25” barrels choked Skeet/Skeet 

(interchangeable chokes had not been invented yet).  2 3/4” chambers.  Some bluing wear on the bottom of the 

receiver from carry and use on the skeet field.  Mechanically excellent. Can be test shot at Skyline Sunday 

Skeet.  Contact Leo Ahearn at (719) 237-4857 and/or leoahearn@gmail.com 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
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40 S&W Brass and Bullets        $100 

I have brass and bullets available. Brass: 583 mixed cases all have been cleaned, sized and de-primed. 

Bullets: 975 (yes, I counted them), Lead 150 gr SWC.  I casted these from wheel weights and water quenched 

out of the mold. That makes them medium hard. They shoot well and don’t lead when driven at appropriate 

speed.  They have been sized and lubed and are ready to load. I would take a $100 bucks for the entire lot. If I 

find any other 40 cal stuff, as I am shelf clearing, I will toss that in as well. 

Email Al at accunlmtd@yahoo.com 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
mailto:accunlmtd@yahoo.com
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Thompson Center Long Range rifle in 6.5 Creedmoor          Asking: $800.00 

Includes case, 10 round Magazine, and Caldwell bipod 

Contact Dennis at Dennis.R.Leone@gmail.com 

 
 

 

Boyt leather/canvas shell pouch with belt (used)                                             $30 
Leather and canvas two-pocket shotshell pouch, with belt, made by Boyt. Good used condition. 

Contact Dave at (720) 524-6073 

  

Canvas shotshell carry bag (used)                                                                     $10 

Shotshell carry bag, made from canvas, holds 4 boxes of shells. Good used condition. 

Contact Dave at (720) 524-6073 

  

“Do All Outdoors” Gun Buggy (used)                                                               $100 
Carroes two guns and all your supplies. Good used condition. 

Similar to item pictured below 

Contact Dave at (720) 524-6073  

 
 

Magazines - all brand new       $Various Prices 

PMAG 30 GEN M2 for AR/M4 x5 -  $40 each 
Glock 17 x4 - $40 each 
Glock 22 x4 - $30 each 
USA steel AR mag x2 - $30 each 
Para Ordnance P-16 Meggar (Meggar makes mags for Browning, Berretta, Para and others) x8 - $20 each or, 
$500 for everything above. Cash only 
Contact Mike Browning (mike.browning@instarengineering.com) 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
mailto:Dennis.R.Leone@gmail.com
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LYMAN 429421 Bullet Mold For Sale  (Exc).                                             Reduced $60 

It’s the legendary Elmer Keith 44 Special, 44 Magnum 245g SWC double cavity bullet mold.  I purchased it 

new a few years ago and it has the square grease groove.  It makes great bullets, but unfortunately for the cast 

bullet alloy I use it casts a little too small for most of my 44 guns.  I also have a RCBS 250 SWC mold so I 

don’t need both.  I’ve only cast a few hundred with it and it’s in excellent condition.  Lee handles will fit it if 

you don’t have Lyman handles.  Midway sells it for $86, but is out-of-stock. 

Contact vito at (720) 291-4719 and/or jrdeangelis78@gmail.com.  

 
 

Various Reloading Supplies       $ See Below 
FOR SALE-CASH ONLY-metallic cartridge and shotshell reloading supplies, product numbers are 

midwayusa.com (with manufacturer number listed also in red), (mostly Lee brand, all new, unless otherwise 

specified).  In original plastic storage boxes with the manufacturer’s literature. OUT= out of stock at Midway, 

when I checked prices the week of May 10.  

CONTACT__vito © 720-291-4719_____jrdeangelis78@gmail.com_________  

DIE SETS 

$23 .38 SPL Carbide 3-die Set  (used to decap and size about 150 rounds of 38 SPL, loaded 25 rounds)  

(Lee 90510).  These dies will also load .357 Mag. 

$30 .243 WIN Deluxe 3-die Set consisting of FL sizer, neck sizer collet die and dead length seater die; #: 

263086 & 784504  (Lee 90873 & 90956) 

BOOKS 

$14 Hornady Reloading Handbook, 7th edition 2007.  10th is the latest edition. 

$8          NRA Basic Pistol book, white, hardcover, third edition published in 2015 (2019 Ed sells for $15).                 

7 left. 

$10 The World’s Great Small Arms by Craig Philip, copyright 1993 

ONCE-FIRED BRASS - $1.50/pound   
.243 Win  (R-P, WIN, Hornady and some others)  2.5# 

CASE PREP 
$7 Iosso 32-oz Case Cleaning Liquid #: 622895 

$2 RCBS Case Neck Brush, .22-.25 cal, #: 643384 

$4 RCBS Brush Handle 

$10 Hornady case lube pad with 50 ct. case holder in lid #: 181867  (Hornady 020043) 

SHOTGUN 
$6         Bob Allen single box shot shell carrier (on your own belt) 

$41 Lee 12 ga Shotgun Load-All II # 436640  (Lee 90011) 

$3 Lee Load-All II Shotshell Charge Bar Kit # 195951 (OUT)  (Lee LA1057) 

$5  MTM 12-gauge Shot Shell tray, capacity 50 #: 831693  (MTM ST-12-40) 

$7 Claybuster 12-gauge Wads, model CB 1114-12, 500 ct. #: 310261 (OUT) 

$28       10 lb bag of nickel shot size #7-1/2  

MISCELLANEOUS 

$1 Safety Glasses 

$20  Blackhawk Serpa right-handed black paddle holster for Springfield XD sub-compact, similar to #: 

196515 on Blackhawk website  

$5  Uncle Mike’s black Sidekick, soft right-handed IWB or pocket clip-on, open-top, size 36 

$15 NRA Slide Holster Item #SA 334 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
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$25 Black tooled Leather NRA ambidextrous holster purse with interior compartments (lightly used) 

$15 Steel  5-spinner target, self-resetting 2.5” spinners, design similar to #: 990085 

$35 Buffalo Arms shoulder pad, large right shield, SKU LRS 

 

 

Calendar 
Due to periodic updates, please go to the SHFC website for the latest updated full year calendar.   

 

Calendar updates made in the past month: 

Basic Pistol Session 2 Class added to calendar for Jan 10th 

Home Firearm Safety Course Event Corrected (from 23rd, now 24th of Jan) 

 

 

Quick Links 
Redflag Resource 
If you have been red flagged or suspect you may be in the process of being red flagged there is a Red Flag 

Resource Center that can help you. The URL is: https://redflagresourcecenter.com/ 

 

Board Member/Chair Contacts 
2020 Board of Directors: boardofdirectors@skylinehuntingfishing.org 

Workbond Chair (Russ Santistevan) - skylinehfc.hours@gmail.com 

 

New Website Links 
Membership (New Members) 

Renewal Information and Documents  

RSO Calendar 

Events Calendar 

Newsletter Archive 

FFL Purchasing 

Reloading and Tooling Resources 

Workbond Submittal Form and Current Hours  

Archery Hunting Briefings for Hunting LM Property (Link needs to be updated once website page is created) 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
https://skylinehfc.org/event-calendar/
https://redflagresourcecenter.com/
mailto:boardofdirectors@skylinehuntingfishing.org
mailto:skylinehfc.hours@gmail.com
https://skylinehfc.org/membership/
https://skylinehfc.org/apply-renewal/
https://www.skylinehfc.org/rso-calendar
https://skylinehfc.org/event-calendar/
https://skylinehfc.org/newsletter-archive/
https://skylinehfc.org/purchasing/
https://skylinehfc.org/resources/
https://skylinehfc.org/workbond/
https://www.skylinehfc.org/events-calendar-and-newsletter/archery-hunting-requirement

